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Your Host

Chris Keller, K0SWE. Active in RMHAM and Colorado ARES R1D6, as well as 
software development for amateur radio



What is CHIRP?



CHIRP

“CHIRP is a free, open-source tool for programming your amateur radio. It 

supports a large number of manufacturers and models, as well as provides 

a way to interface with multiple data sources and formats.”

https://chirp.danplanet.com/projects/chirp/wiki/Home

https://chirp.danplanet.com/projects/chirp/wiki/Home


Capabilities
What can it program?

● Dozens of manufacturers, hundreds of radios

What doesn’t it do?

● DMR, D-Star, C4FM
● Motorola

Some radios with digital modes are supported, but digital channels are not. Some 
radios (particularly DMR) are not supported at all.

Not sure if lack of Motorola support is because of a technical blocker or because 
nobody has gotten around to it.



vs Manufacturer CPS?

The nice thing about manufacturer-built programming software is that they cover 
every feature they intend you to use. Downsides include:

● Needing a separate program for each radio
● Not always free
● Usually Windows only



vs RT Systems?

RT Systems is a high-quality ecosystem. CHIRP vs RT Systems is sort of a time vs 
money dichotomy. RT Systems is reliable and offers support, but it’s expensive. 
CHIRP is free and supports a lot of radios in one program, but it’s rough around the 
edges and relies on community for tech support.



Analogy

Manufacturer
CPS

Another analogy is multitool vs handcrafted tool set. Chirp is a single tool that can get 
you a long way in a lot of situations, but isn’t appropriate for every job. RT Systems is 
handcrafted to make the experience with each radio as seamless as possible, and 
that high quality comes at a price. Manufacturer CPS’ reach every nook and cranny of 
the radio but are not as elegant or integrated as RT Systems. Each has their place, 
and they’re all good to have in your arsenal.



Building a Generic Codeplug



Generic Codeplug Methods
● Manual entry
● Online databases

○ RadioReference
○ RepeaterBook
○ RFinder

● CSV (next slide)

RT Systems supports most of the same online sources.



Power User: Spreadsheet to CSV
● No import wizard like RT Systems
● Not too hard to transform our own CSV to fit CHIRP’s “shape”
● Docs at https://chirp.danplanet.com/projects/chirp/wiki/CSV_HowTo

Transforming from an RT Systems CSV to a CHIRP CSV should be very scriptable. 
(Maybe I should get around to that?)

https://chirp.danplanet.com/projects/chirp/wiki/CSV_HowTo


Spreadsheet 
“Gymnastics”



Starting band plan

Choice of spreadsheet software isn’t too important, we’ll be using all common 
features.

This band plan happens to be published by my ARES team.



Blank Chirp Doc

All we need are the here are the headings. Save CSV As...



Import Chirp CSV as new sheet



Copy band plan to Chirp sheet

I prefer to remove colors and other formatting here



Start aligning headers with columns

Make liberal use of Add and Delete columns, and cutting and pasting things around



Frequencies



What should it look like?

Tmode has possible values of “Tone”, “TSQL”, “DTCS”, “DTCS-R”, “TSQL-R”, “Cross” 
or blank
Duplex has possible values of “+”, “-”, “split”,“off” or blank



RX and TX to offset

(F2)=D2-C2



Duplex

(E2)=if(F2<0,"-",if(F2>0,"’+",""))
“If offset is less than zero, Duplex should be a minus sign; if it’s greater than 0, it 
should be a plus sign (with escape char); if it’s equal, it should be blank”



Copy Duplex and “Paste as Value”

We’re about to edit the Offset with an absolute value, but Duplex is based on whether 
it’s negative or positive. Freeze Duplex values by pasting the current values, replacing 
the formulas



Fix offset to be positive

To the offset column, add ABS() to transform negatives into positives; copy the new 
formula down the column



Remove TX Freq

Chirp doesn’t care about TX Freq column and we’re ready to remove it. Offset is still 
based on TX Freq, so first copy and “paste as value” on Offset. Then you can delete 
TX Freq column.



Tone

Start filtering, and ignore Tones with “Tone” or “None” because I probably want to 
keep those.



Delete DMR Channels and “Reserved”

Chirp will vomit if we try to import them



More Tone data cleansing

“Tone” can stay
“None” changes to blank
“NA” changes to blank
“DCS” changes to “DTCS”



Tone Frequency

I’m assuming cToneFreq is for TX and rToneFreq is for receive. However, all of these 
channels are set to “Tone” and not “TSQL”, so the rToneFreq will be ignored. I 
arbitrarily copied the values from cToneFreq into rToneFreq.

Notice that the band plan had put a DCS tone in this column. Chirp is not going to like 
that, so move that to its own DtcsCode column and clear the values here.



Fill In Mode

Vast majority of these are implicitly “FM” (at least in my case)



Irrelevant columns

These columns from the band plan are TX Power, Narrow FM and Distance. TX 
Power and Distance are not relevant at all to Chirp. Narrow FM is part of the mode, so 
we’ll change those rows from “FM” to “NFM”. Then we can delete those columns 
completely.



Optional Fields

Some fields are optional, and our band plan gave us no information to put in them. So 
just delete those.



Filling in blanks

Some values are allowed to be blank, but unfortunately, cToneFreq, rToneFreq, and 
DtcsCode must have some value even when they’re not relevant. Backfill those with 
something like 88.5 for CTCSS tones and 023 for DCS tones. Maybe this bug will be 
fixed someday?



Export CSV



Import into Chirp

Opportunity here to move channels around if needed



Hooray!

Generic band plan contains channels from any band, and even non-ham frequencies 
that we can program as RX only. Only when we get to a particular radio do bands 
start to matter.



Transferring to Radios



General Process
1. Read from radio
2. Copy from generic (CSV) codeplug into radio-specific one
3. Write to radio

Need a cable

E.g. Baofeng UV-5R (https://www.ebay.com/itm/161278275352) and Yaesu FT3D 
(https://www.ebay.com/itm/164160958139) 

https://www.ebay.com/itm/161278275352
https://www.ebay.com/itm/164160958139


Baofeng UV-5R
● Clone mode
● Only 127 channels, so might 

have to cut/paste some things 
around



Download from Radio



Copy/Paste Codeplug

Radio only has 128 channels and our generic codeplug has up to 241; have to pick 
and choose which channels to copy

Careful of “Show Empty” setting if channel numbers are important



Settings



Upload to Radio



Done!



Kenwood TH-D72
● Clone mode or Live mode



Download from Radio

No Instructions
Needed!



Copy/Paste Codeplug



Settings

This particular radio only exposes a few



Upload to Radio

No Instructions
Needed!



Done!



Yaesu FT3D
● CHIRP doesn’t support SD card
● What happens to C4FM channels?



Download from Radio

This one takes a while, over a minute



Copy/Paste Codeplug



Settings



Upload to Radio

Again, takes a while



Done!



Contact Me
k0swe@arrl.net


